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Item Text Option Text 1 Option Text 2 Option Text 3 Option Text 4

The humorous genre of drama intended to keep the audience laughing on the 
way to play’s happy ending.

Tragedy Tragi-comedy melodrama comedy

Which term did  Beckett and others use to describe their writing? Amphi-Theatre Open-Theatre Modern Theatre Anti-Theater
Who used the term "mirror theater" to describe his technique? Pinter Becket Pirandello Brecht
Mme. Renevesky finds refuge in the memories of her___________. in her friends in her daughters pleasant childhood in the present
Gayev's random remarks about billiards during serious discussions underlines 
his _________.

frustration happiness alertness creativity

What is the central theme of The Cherry Orchard  ? 
the change that 
comes with the 
passing of time

the change in 
people

the change that comes 
with money

the change in nature

The two characters in the play with debts are:
Yasha and 
Pischin

Yasha and 
Dunshya

Mme. Ranevksy and 
Pischin

Epikhodov and 
Charlotta

To Trofimov, the orchard represents______.
 the flowering of 
gentility and 
refinement

commercialism 
and money

the serfdom and 
oppression of the 
people

happiness and happy 
childhood

Being convinced that Lopakhin will never propose her, where does Varya 
intend to go?

to Paris to Menton to convent to Mascow

Why does the father call themselves unrealized characters in Six Characters 
in Search of an Author  ?

Because the 
author who 
created them did 
not complete their 
story

Because they could 
not find an author

Because they were tired 
of searching

Because they wanted 
to become actors

How does the father try to connect with the mother and her children in  Six 
Characters in Search of an Author ?

By tracing their 
home

By waiting after 
school and giving 
them sweets

By writing them letters
speaking to friends 
and relatives

How many characters die at the end of the scene in  Six Characters in Search 
of an Author?

one six two three



What is the difference in the ability of the characters and actors in  Six 
Characters in Search of an Author?

Characters can 
reflect on their 
actions without 
having yet 
performed them 
for the audience

Characters  can 
change the script 

Actors are fixed in 
form 

Characters can be 
affected by audience 
responses

Why do the actors argue that they are more real in  Six Characters in Search 
of an Author?

The actors 
havehad formal 
training in acting

Because the 
characters cannot 
change their reality

Because the actors are 
experienced performers

The actors are guided 
by the director

Which of the following is not a symbol of the step daughter's obsession with 
her self-image?

Hat Mirror Screen Window

When did Kitchen sink drama start as a British cultural movement? in the early 1970s in the late 1950s in the late 1960s in the early 1940s

How old is Cliff? 35 55 28 25
For what reason does Cliff believe that Jimmy likes him? He is rich He is jolly He is common He is active
Osborne's play depicted the raw emotions and living conditions of 
the_______ class.

upper  working upper-middle middle

Alison comes from Britain's ______class working lower middle upper


